Dear friends,

The months of March and April are normally very busy at Temple. This year, however, due to the celebrations around our 150th Anniversary, we have an abundance of riches. Here’s just a few highlights:

**ANNUAL MEETING AND RABBI RICK JACOBS** - Our annual “business meeting” will take place on Thursday evening, March 7th via Zoom. This is when we will take care of the official business of Temple. On Friday Night, March 8th, at 6:00 PM Shabbat services, we will officially install our Board of Trustees and continue the celebration of our 150th by welcoming Rabbi Rick Jacobs, President of the Union for Reform Judaism. This will be followed by a festive Shabbat dinner where we will be honoring our 50-year members and where Rabbi Jacobs will share thoughts on our history and the role that we play as one of the largest congregations in our movement. Rabbi Jacobs will also participate in our Shabbat morning services and Torah Study. On Saturday evening, at a special 7:30 PM Havdalah service, we will join with Temple Sinai in our sanctuary as we bestow the Isaac Mayer Wise Award on Rabbi Jacobs for his outstanding contributions to the Reform Movement.

**PURIM!** - It’s time to get out your groggers and celebrate “Barbie Purim.” We are very excited to come together on March 17th as members of our youth program players present a Purim play that parodies the preponderance of publicity purported to pertain to a certain pink American icon. (Was that enough Purim alliteration?) As always, the shpiel will be accompanied by our amazing Purim carnival – hosted by our Youth group.

On Friday night, March 22nd, following our Shabbat services, we will be holding an Adult Purim celebration with a special dinner and trivia night.

**150th ANNIVERSARY BOOK AND MOVIE LAUNCH** - Our history committee has been hard at work creating two very special projects to honor our past and look ahead to the future. On April 11th we will be premiering *Temple Emanuel: A Celebration of Us! 1974-2024 - The Last 50 Years*. This beautiful book is a remarkable keepsake of our history. It is filled with photographs, interviews, and historical artifacts that document how our congregation has grown, flourished and served as a beacon of spirituality, community, learning, celebration and comfort. We also will be debuting a special video that was commissioned to honor our 150th Anniversary.

**PASSOVER COMMUNAL SEDER** - Make your reservations now for our First Night of Passover Congregational Seder that will take place on April 22nd. As always, our Clergy team will be leading our extended community in a joyous celebration of the festival of freedom. This highly anticipated annual event is filled with song, tradition, delicious food and community. Registration will open on March 11th to reserve your place.

I look forward to celebrating these and many other events together in the weeks to come.

L’shalom,

– Rabbi Joseph R. Black
150 Years in the Making

I can’t believe that we have finally finished our history book and documentary celebrating Temple Emanuel’s 150th anniversary! This has been a labor of love by so many of us over the past several years. We are so excited to invite the entire community to experience another great series of events celebrating Temple Emanuel. Please join us April 11 and April 12 for a trip down memory lane. On Thursday April 11, join us at 6:30 p.m. to watch the debut of “Temple Emanuel: Heritage, Harmony, and Home - 150 Years in the Making”, which tells the story of Temple Emanuel from 1874-2024 through interviews, pictures and stories. Documentary committee members will participate in a discussion following the film. Then, on Friday, April 12, we will have a special service with a sermon from Rabbi Foster and then immediately following we will debut and distribute our book: Temple Emanuel Denver: A Celebration of Us! 1974-2024. The book will be distributed that evening after services, and the committee that created the book will participate in a panel discussion. If you haven’t purchased your copy of this incredible book yet, please order yours today. We look forward to sharing our incredible synagogue’s history with all of you.

– Danny Foster

new members

Gabrielle & Ben Agatston
Lara & Todd Baker
Tabitha & Ryan Betz
Robert & Judith Coffee
Terri Dorman
Adam Etzion & Georgia Sills
Ellen & Craig Foldes
Ivy Gage
Edward & Elizabeth Goldin
Janiece Gratch
Alex Katz & Libby Levinson-Katz
Kilby & Joel Mann
Sarah Morris & Kelly Stauffer
Keith & Debbie Nochlin
Raegan & Josh Radman
Joshua & Samantha Reisman
Jenna & Robert Seigel
UPCOMING EVENTS

ANNUAL MEETING WEEKEND WITH RABBI RICK JACOBS

**Thursday, March 7**
7:00 p.m. - Annual Meeting via Zoom (registration required)

**Friday, March 8**
6:00 p.m. - Shabbat Worship & Board of Trustees Installation with Rabbi Rick Jacobs
7:30 p.m. - Celebatory Shabbat Dinner (registration required)

**Saturday, March 9**
9:30 a.m. - Torah Study with Rabbi Jacobs (registration required)
11:00 a.m. - Community Service with Rabbi Jacobs
7:30 p.m. - Havdalah & Isaac Mayer Wise Award with Temple Sinai

PURIM

**Thursday, March 14**
7:00 p.m. - Purim Parent Paint and Sip (registration required)

**Sunday, March 17 - Purim Carnival & Spiel**
9:00 - 10:30 a.m. - Carnival Session 1 (registration required)
10:45 - 11:45 a.m. - Purim Spiel
12:00 - 1:30 p.m. - Carnival Session 2 (registration required)

**Friday, March 22**
7:30 p.m. - Adult Purim Dinner, Megillah Reading & Trivia (registration required)

HISTORY WEEKEND

**Thursday, April 11**
6:30 p.m. - Premiere of "Temple Emanuel: Heritage, Harmony, and Home - 150 Years in the Making", followed by a Q&A with the filmmakers and dessert reception.

**Friday, April 12**
5:30 p.m. - Shabbat Worship and release of the book, *Temple Emanuel: A Celebration of Us,* with a special sermon by Rabbi Emeritus Steven Foster. Followed by Shabbat dinner.

PASSOVER

**Monday, April 22**
5:00 p.m. - Passover Evening Worship
6:00 p.m. - First Night Community Passover Seder (registration required)

BELONGING AND BECOMING

**Wednesday, May 15**
6:00 p.m. - Join us for a thought-provoking panel discussion on inclusion, belonging, and the future of Jewish institutions in Colorado and beyond. Featuring distinguished leaders Rabbi Isaiah Rothstein of the Jewish Federations of North America, Dr. Sara Shapiro-Plevan of the Gender Equity in Hiring Project, and Adam Pollock of 18Doors.
Shalom everybody and welcome to this 148th Annual Meeting of Temple Emanuel.

Clergy offered an opening blessing.

We have a quorum of more than 82 voting households.

The 2022 minutes have been approved by a vote of 54 for and four abstentions and zero against.

There are two members who have been nominated by the Board of Trustees to fill candidacy on the Board of Trustees for the next three years. The first one is Ashleigh Wong, and the second is Steven Kaufman. They were highly recommended by the nominating committee and their nominations were passed unanimously by the Board of Trustees. We bring these two names to you and ask you to vote on the new 2023 Board of Trustees slate of officers.

We must approve the second term board members Dr. Ron Colson, Lee Erickson, Eloise Hirsch, and Larry Kaplan. We need to approve them for their second three-year term.

Amy Gart Pell is leaving the Board. She always had a very unique perspective. Thank you, Amy, for all you did for Temple Emanuel over the last six years.

That Temple Emanuel Board of Trustees will have a new set of officers filling important positions. Dr. Wendy Nekritz is being nominated for President of the Temple Emanuel Board of Trustees; Ken Fellman as Vice President and Rich Cohn as Secretary. We are also asking that the Temple Emanuel Board of Trustees officers be approved by a vote of the congregation.

We have reached a majority. We have unanimous 56 out of 58 approving the slate of officers and the new board members with two abstentions. Mazel Tov to our new Board of Trustee members, to our continuing Board of Trustee members and to our new officers.

Wendy Nekritz: Thank all of you and the Board of Trustees for the honor and privilege of choosing me to serve as your next president. I’m incredibly lucky to enter this presidency at this exciting time in our congregation, and I can’t wait to roll out the 150th celebration and campaign with all of you. I am looking forward to meeting those of you I don’t already know.

Alan Frosh: Brotherhood report.

Coming out of COVID, our programming had been minimal for the past couple of years. Our goal is to make the calendar much fuller, with both service opportunities and educational opportunities, along with our existing social opportunities like the softball team, bowling nights, card tournaments, football, watch parties and other things to keep building this group of dedicated volunteers and individuals active and engaged. We’re trying to be the first group of Temple to build some type of merchandise and apparel we can all wear and proudly share our Temple Emanuel membership and allegiance with some cool vests, sweatshirts, and hats.

Brotherhood Volunteer of the Year award to Will Trackman.

Barbara Schwartz: Sisterhood report

This year began with a tour of the Golda Meir House on the Auraria Campus, followed by a catered dinner and musical entertainment by Rabbi Joe Black. This fall was our annual membership appreciation dinner. Caterers taught us how to make chocolate babka and provided samples for our dessert. Other events this year included an art activity led by Judy Rothman. Several of us attended a session on Ikebana, Japanese flower arrangement. We had an evening of Bunco and margaritas and the greatest event that we had this year in terms of attendees was at a showing of West Side Story, a history of West Side Jews, that was led by Michelle Zellinger. Our women’s Passover Seder is being will be held on April 13. Karen Levine and Sandra Scheidler have organized their annual Shabbat dinner at the DU Hillel. We ended the year with a panel discussion on Jewish genealogy and Susan Black. Please don’t forget our Sisterhood Flower Fund. If you have a loved one to remember, consider donating to our fund.

Sisterhood Volunteer of the Year is Susan Paxton.

ELCS Volunteer of the Year Award to Elizabeth Sunshine.

Danny Foster: I am so amazed by everybody who has spent the time to come hear the people who have donated their time. I want to give a special shout out to our Live On society. To all the people who have given of themselves financially to help make Temple strong. Your donations, your contributions do not go unnoticed by the Board of Trustees as we are embarking on the most significant financial campaign in the history of Temple Emanuel.

The number one thing that I thought was so impactful this year was the celebrating women in Reform Judaism. From this past summer all the way through our fundraiser where we got to honor Jan Friedland. It was a tribute to the strong leadership of the women of Temple Emanuel. Thank you to our amazing lay leaders, Cantor Sacks, Rabbi Hyatt and our amazing clergy who keep us going.

Rabbi Joe Black: This past year, we were able to take what we had learned from the pandemic and utilize it in ways that maximize our ability to reach out to our membership, our community and indeed the world that showed our capacity for excellence and our ongoing desire to grow and improve. As we are about to enter into our season of springtime, we are grateful for the fact that we can sprout forth and forge new roots of connection spiritual depth, community, and learning needs.

Steve Stark: We hired new people in the post pandemic era. Our administrative staff is so capable, thoughtful, and always there to be warm and welcoming to our community. I’d like to thank my assistant Connie Suson who has become an indispensable person to me and to our community, for constant professionalism and she sets a tone for everyone. Terri Richardson is the clergy assistant. And she is such a central part of making the clergy team row in a positive direction. Molly Smith is the Religious School administrative professional and continues to thrive and enrich the lives of our religious school families. Our most tenured administrative professional of almost 40 years, Sura Veta, is the familiar voice and face that always helps no matter what needs to be done. The dedicated facilities team led by Cairo Lopez works extremely hard and makes our building function and shine. Financially we had a solid year again. We’re
on target to hit our budgeted numbers. I see longer-term issues surrounding dues that we will need to grapple with in the coming years, which is part of our new strategic plan. Donald Yale and the Finance Committee along with Lee Erickson and the Investment Committee have been so helpful. It’s also another strong year as we are now almost two years in with our new membership and accounting software ShulCloud. Our auditors once again gave us a clean audit. Our controller, Russ McDermott and Shelly Hager, our accounting assistant run a tight ship. Thank you to Lori Kalata and the Audit Committee for all their effort and dedication in making Temple fiscally sound.

I wanted to report that our membership is strong. As Temple Emanuel continues to have strong engagement opportunities, life cycles and worship related occasions we continue to grow our engagement in our community. Our membership and engagement director Susan Chayet continues to add and expand ways to engage our community. Our small groups initiative, although still new, has formed almost 20 groups and is expanding all the time.

The fundraiser this year was a terrific event honoring Jan Friedland, our first female president of Temple Emanuel. We reached our goals for the operating budget this year. Thank you to Francie Miran, our development director. She spearheaded not just one, but two fundraisers this year and all our other development activities as she is now assisting us as we move to the 150th anniversary.

We’ve hired an events and programming person to assist with all the festivities surrounding the 150th anniversary celebration. Her name is Jenny Williams. I look forward to everyone getting to know Jenny over the next year. Our 150th anniversary chairs Rich and Lisa Cohn, Judy Altenberg, Bruce Plotkin and Mark and Leslie Sidell are hard at work making sure that this anniversary year will be memorable.

I want to take this moment to thank and mention the hard work of our communications director Alyssa Swall. We are fortunate now to have Alyssa full time at Temple Emanuel.

Emanuel Cemetery continues to be a strong touchstone for our congregation. We continue to strive to make the cemetery the meaningful and beautiful place that it is. Thank you to Ken Fellman and his committee for the hard work with the cemetery.

We continue to keep up with the trends and changes in our Jewish community, our greater community and around the country. One of the true blessings of the pandemic was that all the largest congregations around the country began getting together virtually every month online. I’m very proud of Danny Foster and Wendy Nekritz and the dedicated Board of Trustees, thank you for your leadership, your vision, and your guidance.

Brad Cohen: It has been such a wonderful year for the youth and family learning team. The Rabbi Steven Foster Early Learning Center is led by our incredible director Laura Krautheim, and she really continues to set the standard for all Jewish Early Learning Centers in Colorado.

The Religious School, directed by Jocelyn Rosenberg, Kathy Horewitch and Molly Smith continued to grow this year. We’ve seen a new way to engage in Hebrew learning led by our Hebrew B’nai Mitzvah coordinator, Kathy Horewitch, and we’ve had seamless support from Molly Smith. Board Member Eloise Hirsch chaired our Youth Advisory Committee that we got off the ground and moving in a great direction.

I want to thank Amalia Kamlet for all she has done to engage our teens and make them feel like Temple Emanuel is their home.

This year we were lucky enough that Shwayder Camp welcomed a new leadership team in early 2023. Rose Savage Levinson is our new director. And Gabi Weiner is our new assistant director. They’re off to a fast start hiring, building relationships, and bringing Shwayder Camp into a place of strength.

Cantor Sacks: It’s impossible to start with anything other than the High Holy Days of 2022 and it’s amazing to remember that up until that moment, we really had not had a large group of people in our space in quite that way. The sight of our congregation all gathered and praying together and the sound of our congregation singing together and sometimes crying together, we really celebrated what it means to be a community that is holy, and that is special.

I would be remiss if I didn’t take a moment when talking about the High Holy Days to thank my tremendous clergy team. One of the amazing things about the High Holy Days 2023 is going to be that not only will we get to sing and pray together again, but we will be using that to launch our 150th year celebration. We will be gathering to pray together, but we will be using that experience to reflect on our history and to think about where we are now as a community that engages in spiritual dedication. Stay tuned for a High Holy Days that will grow on the experiences that we’ve had, but also remember some of our beautiful moments from the past.

I want to lift Hanukkah Hoopla and Purim as two experiences where we really got to see the breadth and depth of our community. It was awesome to see all the preschool families participate in Hoopla and see so much wild toddler dancing as part of Hoopla. I could not have been prouder of our teens who just took the time -- that very little bit of precious free time that they have -- to come and rehearse with us for Purim here at Temple to celebrate the holiday and enjoy being together.

We continue to build on the technology that we have, and to incorporate streaming into each experience that we have. It is a beautiful thing to watch our technology enable our community to participate together in ways that we could not have imagined. We are really engaging the depths of our membership way beyond our walls. And for that I must thank our AV team, led by Colin Newton, for helping us grow and continue to create all the holy experiences that we have. Our B’nai Mitzvah program also continues to flourish led tirelessly by our B’nai Mitzvah coordinator, Kathy Horewitch who has become a completely reliable source of information for every parent in our B’nai Mitzvah program. We also continue to rely on our Reynolds Family Fund for the B’nai Mitzvah that subsidizes all our B’nai Mitzvah tutoring and training. It is a tremendous gift from the Reynolds Family Foundation, and we thank Fred and Lundy for their vision and for their inspiration.

Lastly, we have lifted up many times that we use 2022 to celebrate and remember 50 years of women in the clergy and leadership and 100 years since the first Bat Mitzvah and it was really beautiful to partner with Rabbi Hyatt to bring in Rabbi Eve ben Ora and Rabbi Sandy Cohen to remember what it has been like to have strong women in clergy; and to honor Jan Friedland at our
Annual Fundraising Concert with Lisa Loeb, who rocked that experience so much. Of course, 2022 also included our women’s trip to Israel which lifted so many of those themes and so many of you are here on the screen today. With 66 women strong, we had a great time in Israel. We had a powerful experience celebrating women’s spirituality and pushing ourselves to learn deeper and to connect in more ways than we had ever before. Rabbi Black and I are taking another Israel trip this summer with 70 members of our congregation and nine B’nai Mitzvah students.

We are so proud that we continue to reach out to Jewish community beyond our walls and really reinforce what it means to be part of the Jewish people both here at Temple Emanuel and in countries and communities far beyond Denver. Our 150th celebration is very purposely placed right in the middle of the strategic plan so that we can use our 150th to reflect on our past, to learn from it and to celebrate our future.

Rabbi Black: Last year, I spoke about how COVID-19 had taken its toll on our congregation’s physical, emotional, and spiritual wellbeing and we are now emerging, thank God, from the darkest times of COVID. From a pastoral sense, my clergy partners and I continue to spend a great deal of time counseling and finding resources for many of our congregants who are struggling and this is a sacred calling, and we feel blessed to have been able to support our congregants, but we need to be very aware that even though we’re moving back into the mainstream, there’s still a great deal of need in our community and we as your clergy are here to help address that need. We are coming to a place where the rescheduled lifecycle events from the past three years are almost up to date. Our success breeds success and people want to come to Temple Emanuel and to connect with our clergy. And these lifecycle events are also an important portal of entry for nonmembers and new members who are joining our community. The key mission of our congregation is social justice. And as part of our strategic planning process of our Board of Trustees, we have identified issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion, to be a focus over the next several years.

We are looking at three main programming areas. Number one is trying to find ways to continue working with the BIPOC members of our community, those who don’t fit the traditional example of what Judaism should look like. We’re also focusing on members of the LGBTQ plus community, finding ways to make them feel more at home here at Temple, more welcomed, more embraced. This is a safe place. We want this place to be safe for everyone. Also working to incorporate interfaith members of our community. Rabbi Hyatt is working closely with the interfaith households; Brad Cohen is looking at the LGBTQ inclusion and I’m going to continue working with the BIPOC members of our community to find ways to include them and to bring everyone together and make everybody a feel part of us.

This past January, in response to the influx of migrants to Denver, the Jewish Community Relations Council in partnership with the Denver Agency of Human Rights and Community Partnerships, worked very hard to make our congregation a focal point for collections for migrants who are coming to our community. Special thanks go out to Lori Kalata, Deb Mayworm, Trina Reisch, and Sarah Goldblatt, who worked with Rabbi Hyatt and did a tremendous job representing our congregation and leading this effort and the Jewish Community Relations Council in coordinating the volunteers and organizing the literally thousands of pounds of donations that filled our Social Hall from floor to ceiling. I have never been prouder of our sacred community than in those weeks of coming together. We look forward to many more opportunities for direct service opportunities in the future. That is something that is going to be a key part of who we are in the years to come.

A few things that are happening next week, we’re coming together at our first night congregational Seder. The congregational Seder is always a high point for many of us. And of course, our 150th celebration which will be taking place starting with the High Holy Days this year. In addition to the trip that Cantor Sacks talked about in June of 2024. We are going to Prague and Budapest. We are also going to our sister congregation in Kolín, where we will be planning to have a B’nai Mitzvah celebration for our students at the Kolín synagogue and we hope to bring our Kolín Torah with us. A family trip and a leadership trip will meet together in Kolín.

In the realm of adult education and engagement, each year we have a lecture that honors the memory of Michael Schatz of blessed memory. We are very excited that our speakers this year are going to be Letty Cottin Pogrebin and Abigail Pogrebin. Two incredible writers who’ve written a book together called Shanda and they will be speaking about their book.

Our Adult Education is flourishing with our Melton program, and our Valley Beit Midrash programs, classes that are offered both in person and online under the direction of Rabbi Hyatt. We finally got to honor Rabbi Steven and Joyce Foster for their 50 plus years in the rabbinate with an incredible concert with Super Diamond.

With Cantor Sacks, Rabbi Hyatt, and Steve Brodsky, we have created a synergy on our clergy team that has been a highlight of my entire career. It’s allowed us to serve God, Temple Emanuel, and the Jewish people in this community with vision, joy, compassion, and love.

And a couple of words about our outgoing President Danny Foster. Danny, yours truly was a historic presidency. The fact that you are the son of a beloved Rabbi Emeritus is unique in and of itself. And we all admire and appreciate the love that you have for this congregation into which you were literally born. Your presidency was really defined by COVID. Your absolute dedication to Temple helped us as we negotiated unknown and scary territory. This was not the presidency you dreamed of.

Sue and I feel blessed to be in this congregation. And we look forward to an incredible celebration next year. Thank you all.

Rabbi Black concluded the evening with a blessing and the congregation singing our Shehechiyanu prayer together.

I am moving to conclude our 148th annual meeting. We will see you tomorrow. I hope to see all of you tomorrow night for the conclusion to our annual meeting. It starts at 5:30 for appetizers in our foyer for pre oneg and then six o’clock for services. And for those of you signed up for dinner, join us at 7:30pm.
ADULT EDUCATION

Spring 2024 Events

Valley Beit Midrash

Liberalism’s Crises in Israel, and Elsewhere
Thursday, March 14, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Liberalism is in crisis everywhere, and everywhere the crises bear similarities and real differences. We will look at what has been going on in Israel, to understand it on its own terms, as a Jewish and Democratic state, and in relation to liberalism’s vicissitudes around the world. This class is led by Yehudah Mirsky, Professor of Near Eastern and Judaic Studies at Brandeis University and is on the faculty of the Schusterman Center for Israel Studies.

Women’s Empowerment = Jewish Empowerment
Thursday, April 4, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Taught by Shuly Rubin Schwartz, Irving Lehrman Research Professor of American Jewish History, a groundbreaking scholar of American Jewish history, and a visionary institutional leader, is the eighth chancellor of The Jewish Theological Seminary. She is the first woman to serve in this role in its 135-year history.

Melton Classes

Israeli Literature as a Window to a Diverse and Vibrant Society
Thursdays, March 21 – May 23 (no class April 11), 7:00 – 8:30 p.m.
Taught by Rabbi Black. Encounter Israeli society through the pens of Israel's leading writers, discovering voices that are original, frank, contemporary, and heartfelt. This 10-lesson course takes you on a literary journey offering a fresh and fascinating examination of Israeli society. Together, learners will read poetry and prose that is challenging and self-critical, gaining insights into the Israeli national psyche through written reflections on themes including longing for Zion, War, Peace, Immigration, Land and Identity. Learners will interpret, analyze, and simply appreciate the works of classic Israeli writers such as Leah Goldberg, Yehuda Amichai, Dalia Ravikovitch and Amos Oz, as well as voices from outside the mainstream that have emerged and paint a multidimensional picture of a proud and complex nation.

Scholarships are available. Contact Francie Miran at miran@emanueldenver.org

With Thanks

The Temple Annual Fundraising Concert was a wonderful success. We were very excited to honor community leaders Dick and Eddie Robinson for their historic contributions to our congregation and community. We celebrated them with an extraordinary concert by multi-award-winning Jewish musician and composer Chava Mirel, who wowed the audience with her eclectic repertoire of music. Many thanks to the generous sponsors listed below. Special thanks to Michael Staenberg who underwrote the Sponsor Reception.

HEADLINER
Henry Kaufmann • Dick & Marcia Robinson • Eddie & Susan Robinson

BACKSTAGE PASS
CBIZ, Inc. • Rich & Lisa Cohn • Foster Graham Milstein & Calisher • Arthur Judd • Burton & Lee Levy • Edward & Wendy Nekritz • Dottie & Steven Resnick • David & Toni Roitman • Gary & Aimee Wagner

AGENT
Charles & Robin Barotz • Stuart & Jill Bombel • Ann Garner • Mickey & Nancy Gart • JewishColorado • Florraine Katchen • Charles Malek & Kim Schneider Malek • Mechanical Systems Design, Inc. • William & Susan Pluss • Neil & Kami Pomerantz • Rose Community Foundation • Mark & Leslie Sidell • Maryl & Greg Wilensky • Donald Yale & Jody Epstein-Yale

ENCORE
Arthur Gallagher & Co. • Katy & Ian Roth • Jon & Shirley Asher • Gerald & Kathy Berenstein • Rabbi Joseph & Susan Black • Howard & Carol Boigon • Rabbi Julian & Susie Cook • Sandra Eichberg • Robert & Kathy Emerman • Feldman Mortuary - Jim Cohen • Rabbi Steven & Joyce Foster • Gary & Jan Friedland • Zelda Friednash • Bruce & Wendy Glazer • Emily & Steve Gorelik • Barry & Arlene Hirschfeld • Mark & Jamie Idelberg • Jewish Family Service • Kenneth & Evelyn Krause • Scott & Laurie Levin • Brent & Julie Morse • Perry & Susie Moss • Bruce & Sandra Ogin • Zondra Pluss • Scott & Trina Reisch • Connell & Laurie Saltman • Jay & Langdon Silverberg • Steven & Debbie Stark • Sisterhood of Temple Emanuel • Elizabeth & Daniel Weiner • Mary Zinn

FAN CLUB
Robert & Carole Adelstein • Dennis & Jo Battock • Ronald & Elizabeth Bendalin • Brotherhood of Congregation Emanuel • Ronald & Roni Brown • Janet Claman • Seth & Alison Davidow • Mark Deutchman & Deb Seymour • Albert & Janice Dinner • Michael & Julie Eber • David Engleberg • Ken & Jill Fellman • Shari & Barbara Freis • Alan Gass • Stanley Ginsburg • Michael Gray • Andrew & Leslie Heins • James & Caryn Herman • Arnold & Benita Idelberg • Innovest Portfolio Solutions • Lori Kalata • Larry & Amy Kaplan • Larry Katzlin & Jim Grimes • Toni & Michael Koubui • Michael & Wendy Klein • Gary & Joyce Lozow • Edward Mellicker & Catherine Grimes • Bruce Plotkin & Judy Altenberg • Leslie Schaeffer & Robert Kershaw • Bob & Barb Schwartz • Susan Shaner • Jim Sigman • Louis & Lori Sigman • Susie Sigman • Ernest Stone • Steve & Amy Volin • Stanley & Liz Wolfson
The names listed below are taken from the memorial plaques in the Meditation Room. Names are read at the Friday evening and Saturday morning Shabbat services following the date of death. To find out how to purchase a plaque, contact Terri Richardson, ext. 308. To have other names read on a Friday evening, call the Temple by Friday noon. You can also find the Kaddish list on our website at emanueldenver.org/yahrtzeit

March 1
Barbara E. Baum
Eugenia Bereyszofsky
Abe Brown
Rose Cohen
Benjamin Scott Cook
Alfred Eddy Custer
Stanley I Dock
Olga G. Dryfoos
Ben F. Engleender
Stacey Malman Feldman
Cindy Fowler
Rose Watman Freedman
Mollie Gass
Mary K. Gass
Bessie Goldstein
Aaron Greenberg
Ludwig Grether
Cindy Beth Grimes
Jean Ann Grubbs
Sara Katz Harris
Arnold M. Heller
Dorchen Hyman
Max Isaacson
Zoe Tova Kislowitz
Zoe Kislowitz
Sally Kravets
David H. Krohn
Alan D. Laff
William S. Landers
Solomon Lehrburger
Irwin H. Levy
Irwin Levy
Jack H. Lopata
Dorothy Oppenheim
Markman
Meta Mayer
Arthur Moss
Steven Newman
Chaya Judith Nimsovitz
Noy
Max Padzensky
Samuel Pells
Lewis R. Reis
Edith Rosenbaum
Irwin L. Sandler
Naomi Sheftel
Nancy Shwayder
Dr. Harvey Joseph
Silverman
Walter Simon
Hattie A. Spitzer
Kathryn Stone
Rita Stone
Samuel Sussman
Ruth Taenzer
Dr. Louise Taichert
Gregory Alan Tepper
Abe Waterstock
Norbert S. Weiss

March 8
Anita M. Arzman
Bertha C. Battcock
Fred Bauer
Alan S. Beinhorn
Belle L. Beinhorn
Agnes Berenbaum
Miriam Alexander
Bernstein
Ray S. Berry
Sidney Blacher
David Bohrer
Leopold Brin
Rae Kaufman Brooks
Sam Coleman
Donald E. Davis
Bessie S. Degen
Louis Dinner
Bernard (Bert) Erdman
Gladys L. Fishman-Tenneyson
Joseph Gass
Mary Gass
Meyer Goldblatt
Stephen S. Golden
Abraham A. Goldhammer
Herman Goldsmith
Harry A. Gordon
Max David Greenberg
Morton P. Gross
Donald Gross
R. David Hirsch
Gilbert Hirsch
Arnold Hyatt
Minna Isaacson
Shirley A. Jacobs
Amanda Kahn
Norman Karden
Sy Z. Karsh
Arline Katz
Eli Katz
Reta B. Kawin
Saul Krawill
Sidney Kreaman
Goldine E. Lackner
Elaine Levin
Betty Lou Levine
Lesser Levy
Jay Robert Levy
Philip Lewis
Nanette Lipstein
Carole Miller
Jules Milstein
Martin S. Milstein
Sherman Minkoff
Belle Miran
Jasmine Moran
Irvin Sonny Nedler
Sally Nowak
Mickey Oknner
Leora G. Perrish

Norton Polivnick
Bernice Potashnick
Bessie G. Radietsky
Sarah Rechmitz
Evelyn Rifkin
Arthur A. Rindskopf
Seymour Robbins
Lt. Col. Harry E. Rosen
Jack Jacob Rubenstein
Edna Rudolph
Milton Schulman
Bernice Sharp
Sidney Sherman
Ida Shwayder
Sylvia Stellor Siegal
Rosa Silversmith
Florence Sloane
Sam S. Sloven
Bernard A. Spitzer
Irene Strachman
Bette Strowe
Abe Venger
Jack J. Wax
Pearl B. Weiner
Dr. Norman Weiner
Carol Weiner
Saul Wilan
Gerald Zuckerman

March 15
Harold H. Aaron
Arnold Benjamin Allen
Teresa Beers
Teresa Benton
Philip H. Berland
Hyman Berman
Heloise D. Bernstein
Sam Bornstein
Philip P. Brown
Ted Buckstein
David Cohen
Rachael (Rae) Deutsch
Annie D. Dubin
Harry A. Fedor
Dr. Morton Flax
Leah Sarah Frankle
Alan J. Friedman
Fannie Frumess
Jeanette K. Goldberg
Stephen Gorden
Isadore Grimes
Fannie Grimes
Janice G Gross
Helen Guerra
Henry Henoch
Anneliese Hofmann
Max Hofmann
Ada A. Idelson
Sidney J. Keller
Toni Kern
Rose Klein

Marvin Kleinman
Ida Kurland
Isaac Kurland
Robert Leopold
Rebecca Levin
Theodore Levy
Beatrice Buchwald Levy
Lewis H. Lewin
Vera H. Luby
Mae L. Machol
Leo M. Marks
Eva May
Louis Meyer Liefshultz
Ruchiel Miller
Philip Miller
Dena David Newhouse
Louis Oaklander
Freeman Richard Pepper
Dr. Louis A. Pollock
Paul L. Raabe
Louis Reis
Nora Reil
John L. Robbins
George Evan Rogers
Fannie Rosenthal
Julius Rothstein
Louis Rubin
Bert W. Sager
Josephine Steuer Sarf
Elliott Lewis Schachter
Abe J. Schloss
Henry Schwartz
Max Schwartz
Norma Schwartz
Victor Siegel
Harold Silberberg
Daisy Silverman
Pearl B. Simmons
Marion Slavsky
Milton Slepyan
Marc Slone
Herman Snyder
Bessie N. Stein
Rabbi Earl S. Stone
Eula Bunny Sugarman
Magalie Maria Torres
Jacob Walpın
Malcolm (Mickey) Weiss
Julius Wolf
Marvin Wolf
Dr. Andrew Zinter

March 22
Ira M. Beck
Barbara Beller
Joseph W. Bloom
Robert Bjugdanzow
Joseph Burwick
Fannie Clar
Louise Engel
Janet Farber-Litvin

Leslie Ann Fishbein
Ruth Flah
Leonard S. Fox
Morris Fried
Gerald H. Friedman
Jack H. Geller
Phil Gilinsky
Frieda Perlov Gladstone
Samuel M. Goldberg
Janette Goldstein
Ellis L. Greenbaum
Werner M. Gross
Barbara M. Guggenheim
Dorothy Harris
Julius Heitler
Randy Heller
Ken Heller
Phyllis R. Hindermann
Betty Jaffe
Dr. Maurice Katz
Max Kivel
Maurice Kleiner
Leon Mark Kobey
Lena G. Levy
Cora Lang Lewin
Al Litvak
Hyman Lonstein
Harold Lutz
N. Henri Masarky
Frank Melleno
Annette E. Meyer
Dora Milstein
Lillian Morris
Oscar Pepper
Harold Pigg
Henry Printz
Gerson B. Radetsky
Eleanor S. Raffeld
Dr. Oscar Kully Reiβ
Mildred Schoen
Harry Schumann
Hugo Segal
Jack S. Shapiro
Harvey Sher
Lillie Shradsky
Gladys Cohen Shulman
Florence R. Siegel
Adele Silberberg
Marvin Solomon
Sol Stark
Lena Stein
Leonard Strear
Regina Strouse
Esther Sunshine
Barbara Ann Barnett
Tobias
Jack R. Wagner
Bettie Weinberger
Wallace “Wally” Weiss
Maurice M. Yaloff
Pearl J. Zelinger
March 29
Ida Aaron
Louis Adelman
Hildegard Baer
Emil Bauer
Morris Berry
Nat Berry
Philip R. Bert
Florine Boxer
Sylvia Collins
Richard Cook
Gertrude Devitt
Robert L. Eichberg
Alexander Sol Eldredge
Henry Frankel
Norma Jeanne Freedman
Pauline Freeman
Irene Freund
A. Leo Friedenthal
Hattie S. Friedenthal
Pearl Frosh
Mollie Golin
Isaac Greher
Lillian Calif Gross
Charlotte Grueskin
Juventino Guerra
Mary Margaret Hahn
Gerald “Jerry” V. Harris
Dorothy Helfer
Joseph Herman
Carol Hoffman
Jewel Isaacson
Harry E. Isaacson
Harold Kanstor
Rose Kaufmann
Floyd W. Kramer
Gloria Steinhardt LaBate
Julius LeBrecht
Charlotte Lehrburger
Tillie Lehrburger
Joseph LeNoble
Melvin Levin
Leonard H. Levin
Edward Levy
Paul Light
Gertrude B. Lohman
Burton R. Mannis
Sylvia Mendelsohn
Nina H. Myerson
Marvin Naiman
Gail Okner
Philip Rascower
E. Meyer Rifkin
Belle Samuel Rosen
Robert Blake Rosenbaum
Bertha M. Rosenblum
National Rothschild
Esther Garell Sachs
Richard Schultz
Johanna Seligsohn
Anna F. Shulman
Nettie Shulman
Jenny S. Silverberg
John Simpson
Helen Solomon

Charlotte P. Spiegelman
Charlotte Spiegelman
Rebecca Stein
Lillian P. Stratta
Elsie Talpers
Yona Tambor
Fred Tatarsky
Dr. Louis J. Weinstein
Libby Friedman
Weisberg
Henry W. Whitney
Henry A. Winter
Anne Kleger Young

April 5
Jerome (Butch) Abelson
Irwin Allen
Hattie Amter
Helen F. Balazs
Candice Lynn Bender
Andrea Lynn Block
Doris Bornstein
George Cohen
Lena Cohen
Amanda Hillary Cook
Anne Boxer Debbor
Phillip Ehrenberg
Rachel Ehrlich
Stanley Emerman
Sarah Etenson
Bobette Striker Feldman
Abe Feldman
Isaac Finesilver
Joseph L. Finkelstein
Edward Flynn
Ida Friedman
Jack Garell
Dora Goodstein
Stanford J. Green
Sam Greenberg
Anne Greene
Emma Lieder Greenfield
Anne Harris
Leona L. Harris
Anna Harris
Selma Holz
Irwin L. Jacobs
Marsha Beth Kahn
Sander Latts
Tracy Lecner
Louise Lehman
Isabel Make
Ozzie Malek
Michael May
Arthur Medow
Robert G. Milstein
Harry Mintz
Kenneth D. Moses
Johanna S. (Hansi) Neumann
Minnie Nierenberg
John Oksner
Joseph Plotkin
Samuel Plotkin
Lester Popiel
Max Radetsky
Albert “A. C.” Rollnick
Harry Rosenbaum
Rita Pepper Rubin
Hilda Rubinsal
David Rudd
Gloria J. Rudolph
Rachel Stern Sachs
Shelley Robin Sachs
Faye G. Schayer
Lillian N. Shapiro
Leah Shifffer
Fannie Shoenberg
Erwin Shulkin
Eleanor Silverstein
Alice R. Simon
Graetzel Simon
Edward Steinberg
Bertha Talpers
Curt Tobias
Erma Trachman Rein
Rudolph Valas
Minnie Walpin
Dorothy Weisreich
Edward M. Wikler
Irene Zabitz

April 12
Judith Baskin
Fannie Belstock
Jean Doris Berkowitz
Tzuriel Billingham
Lily S. Block
Alice Borodkin
Donald Breig
Morris Catalan
Gertrude P. Cheris
Eva Cohen
William G. Cohn
Irene G. “Trudy” Corse
Bruce D. Deifick
Henry Robert Dowd, Jr.
Dena Dunevitz
Max Fischer
Elizabeth Hannah Fogel
Irving I. Freedman
Perry Freedman
Rachel Gilman
William L. Ginsburg
Sheila Shapiro Goldstein
Jerrold Gomzer
Blanche L. Gordon
Sylvia Greenberg
Melvin I. Greene
Esther A. Harrison
Louis I. Isaacs
Isaac Isaacs
Sidney J. Jacobs
George M. Jarecky
Thelma Kaufman
Rachel P. Klein
Harold S. Kleiner
Benjamin Kortz
Mark Levy
Abraham S. Levy
Edward Lewin
Edward Lewin
Elizabeth Lipper
Khaya Livshits
Estelle K. Loup
Moritz Lowenheim
Donald Lozow
Adrienne Marks
Dr. Edward Mason
Irma Meyers
Bermis G. Neusteter
Jack W. Novin
Leatrice K. Peck
Naoma Pelton
Bella Rifkin
Alex Rittenbaum
Edna Porges Robins
Louis Rudolph
Matilda Salomon
Mary Samelson
Jeffrey Schulman
Gloria Schulman

“In the rising of the sun and in its going down, we remember them.”

Frances Alexander Shapiro
Irving Sharoff
Minnie Sheflan
George D. Shidler
Elizabeth Shwayder-Kelly
Harry G. Silverberg
Reuben Simmons
Richard L. Simon
Sara L. Simon
Alfred Simons
Gordon C. Singles
Sadie L. Snyder
Rowanne Bernstein
Spector
Henry Strauss
Marion Ruth Sunshine
Joyce Sunshine
Jean J. Susman
Henrietta M. Talpers
Samuel J. Talpers
Elyce Rae Tittman
Celia Berman Weiss
Benjamin Zeidman

April 19
Steven Elbe Balkin
Robert Paul Berenbaum
Sandra Bernstein
William (Bill) Bernstein
Hattie Braham
Ethere Cindie Cohen
Stephen Diamond
Willi Echt
Steve Feldman
John J. Finesilver
Henry Frankel
Alfred A. Freedheim
Lena Freedman
Marilyn Dee Friedlob
Rabbi Gunther Gates
Sandra Goldberg
Ronald Mark Goldstein
Harry E. Goldstein
Hariett Goodman
Rachel Gross
Frances Halperin
Seymour Mitchell Heller
Jack Hirzel
Rosemarie Joseph
Eleanore Judd
Irene Kanowitz
Richard Kaufmann
James Kessler
Anita Kay Kurzinger
Laura Stein Leavitt
Minnie J. Lehmam
Mathilda S. Levy
Harriet Reuler Lever
Faina Libanovna
Adelaide P. Lowenstein
Victor H. Maymon
Stella A. Michael
Florence Nadler
Morris Nierenberg
Julius Pluss
Maurice Reuler
Bobette Minzer Robinson
Hilda Ross
Ira C. Rothgeber
Harry Sandler
Harry A. Sandman
Harold J. Siegel
Eddythe Smookler
Donald E. Spiegelman
Donald Spiegelman
Emelie Spitz
Ray Jacobs Stark
Leo Stillman
Paula Gladys Striker
Louis Thalheimer
Nathan Tobias
Elliott Troy
Gertrude Friedman
Waldman
Lester Wetherhorn
Eugene Louis Zeitlin
Joseph Zerobnick
Reva Zohn
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April 26
Johanna Alexander
Pauline Americus
Ben Barnes
Dr. Benjamin H. Battock
Ben Belstock
Penny Berenbaum
Ruth M. Berenstein
Hyman Berland
Charles M. Borwick
Mildred R. Bugdanowitz
Selma Cohan
Harry Cook
Genevieve Faingold
Ethel Freeman
William S. Friedman
Robert Alan Gilbert
Margaret R. Gilbert
Dr. Joseph L. Glaser
Abe Goldberg
Jennie ‘Jena’ Goldstein
Ellen Sue Goodman
Isidore Goodman
Ruth Garber Goodman
Harry Greenstein
Jacob S. Gross
Adele K. Gross
Daniel F. Gross
Rebecca Guzofsky
Elizabeth Brodsky
Hoffman

Albert Israel
Richard Jacobson
Hirsh J. Katz
Maurice Kaufman
Rosalind L. Kayser
Roseline Kornfeld
Elizabeth Latts
Charles Lazarus
David S. Lehman
Babette Lehmann
Rose Samoff Leishin
Judith Lerman
Samuel Levin
Harold Malen
Barbara W. Mannis
Robert Alan Melnick
Wilmore Meyer
Bess E. Miller
Marie S. Patterson
Fred Penzias
Theodore Philippe
Sara Podros
Jack B. Pozner
Sam Reinstein
David Jacob Reynolds
Betty (Becky) Richman
Louise M. Rosenbaum
Robert Rossow
Vera M. Rothchild
Reina G. Rothgerber
Samuel H. Schaefer
Simon Schey

April 27
Max Stern
Max Jacob Abelman
Louis Altberger
Norman Americus
Gershon Amter
Steven Ira Baser
Roberta Beeler
Dona Benenbaum
Lillian Bershof
Leslie Bethel
Gertrude Boyle
Harry Joe Brown
Edith Dinner Brown

Max Cook
Edward Cutler
Sara Dinner
Carol [Carl] Epcar
Max Epstein
Ann Sigman Fine
Dorothy Finner
Jules T. Fink
Shirley Francis-Goldstein
Wilfred Leon Friedlob
Gail Gast
David L. Ginsburg
Jacob M. Goldberg
Robert J. Goldman
Morris Greenstein
Minnie P. Gross
Norman E. Gross
Louis Hahn
Eilene Harris
Idette Hunt
Ruth L. Kurland
Philip Leibowitz Lane
Florence Levine
Betty Halff Llewellyn
Robert Long
Julius Mayer
Oscar Menachof
Jean Wohlgemuth Morris
Joanne Pepper
Morris Pliskin
Arthur C. Podoll

We recognize with sorrow the passing of:

Max Appel – Father of Joel Appel (Tiffany)
Michael Berlin – Husband of Adrienne Sudman Berlin
Samuel Cheris – Husband of Susie Perlman
Elizabeth Cohen – Aunt of Marla Cohen
Polly Deitelbaum – Mother of Jill Giller (Roger)
Susie Dinn – Mother of Jennifer Korman (David) and Alison Dinn
Mark Eskanos – Husband of Gayle Eskanos, Father of Adam Ulltsky (Alissa)
Maria Greulich – Mother of Anna Asarch (David)
Elliot Kaufman – Son of Randy Kaufman and Susan Kaufman
Joni Litzvak – Wife of Lawrence Larry Litvak z’l
Marian Mason – Mother of Phil Mason (Linda)
Steven Metzler – Father of Susan Jacobson (Hal)
Arnold Mondrow – Husband of Jane Mondrow
David Pearlman – Husband of Doris Pearlman

May their memory be for a blessing
Refugee Resettlement Fund
In Loving Memory of:
David Daniels
Dale Daniels & Perry Jultak
Meyer "Tim" Shaner
Susan Shaner
Florence Radetsky
Beth & Marty Gold
Irv Brown
Ronald & Roni Brown

Archonhold Shwayder Camp Scholarship Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Shirley Bloom
Sim & Steve Gelman

Caring Committee
In Loving Memory of:
Maxine Berman
Jane Mondrow

General Fund
Donations:
Lois Munson

In Loving Memory of:
Joanne Pepper
Stephen Cohen
Donald Kaufmann
Toby Ginsburg
Phillis Abramson
Howard Torgove
Henny Kaufmann
Al Lackner
Scott & Laure Levin
Gary Levine
Faye & Wayne Gardenswartz
Elaine Wolf
Richard & Shelly Sapkin
Jason Walko
Ian Gardenswartz & Associates
James & Ellen Wiss
Florence Mishell
Sam Mishell
Jeff Mishell
Susan & Don Murray
Joni Litvak
DA Miller
Richard Sampson
Barbara Goldblatt
Larry & Joni Litvak
Mark Johnson
Renée Gass Koustas
Bill Koustas
Leonard Kurtz
Joan Mankowitz
Steven Metzler
Jim & Wendy Berenbaum
Susan Dinn
Mark & Leslie Sidell
Jason Howe
Diane Zelinger
Donald Kaufmann
Steven Kaufmann
Lois Rich
E.J. Lorimer
Sylvia Boxer
Howard & Jilly Snyder
Jerry Schoenwald
Lawrence & Patricia Schoenwald
Florence Radetsky
Andrew Ellis
Jordan & Michele Scharg
Kathy & Jerry Berenstein
Gregg & Marla Felton
Edgar G. Seeman, Jr.
Sharon A. Seeman
Elliot Kaufman
Sara Vosburg
Alan Laff
Pearle Rae Levey
In Honor of:
Adam Roberts
Brenda Rosenthal
Zelda Friednash
Ken & Judy Friednash
Lois Darnell celebrating her 80th Birthday
Jack & Cathy Breig
The Brani Mitzvah’s of Jolie Scharg & Michele Scharg
Bevery & Sheldon Scharg

Michael Schatz Memorial Lecture Series Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Jason Walko
Donald Perlmutter
Ann Wenner
End & Stephen Wenner
In Honor of:
Lisa Schatz
Mark Saliman

David Lipan Shwayder Camp Equipment Fund
Donations:
James Lipan
Jeri Cybyske

Preschool Fund/ECC
In Loving Memory of:
Florence Radetsky
Michael Quinn & Krista Landerholm

Rabbits’ Discretionary Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Beloved Mother & Wife Judith Cohen
Saul Cohen
Jason Walko
Robert & Susan Wagner
Larry Mushkin
Sam Freman
Sharon Mushkin & Brian Cook
Shirley Barton
Robin Secher
Adrah Lee Leitner
Ita & John Leitner
Mark Eskanos
Ellan Bernstein
Allan Lackner
Stephen Basch
Minnie Barsky
Sharon Muskin & Brian Cook
Don Perlmutter
Dennis & Jo Battock

In Honor of
Rabbi Joseph Black Social Justice Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Rabbi Joseph Goldman
Richard Strouse
Lois Rich
Jackie Frazin
Della Jultak
Perry Jultak & Dale Daniels
Jerome & Shirley Ginsberg
Joyce Sunshine
Morris & Dora Ginsberg
Aaron & Lillian Gottlieb
Louis & Esther Sunshine
Frank & Kay Cohen
Jill Friedman Fixler
Kyle Samuel Kurtz
Lin & Gary Sunshine
Gary Levine
Robin Secher
Mark Eskanos
Mark Suprenand & Janet Bronitsky

Rabbi Steven E. & Joyce Foster Foundation
In Loving Memory of:
Louis & Ruth Pure
Charles Kreiman & Ellen Lemberg
Margaret Galasso Quartaro
Robert & Kathy Emerman

David Jacob Reynolds B’nai Mitzvah Program Fund
In Loving Memory of:
David Jacobs Reynolds
Fred & Lundy Reynolds

Ritvo Family Adult Education Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Andy Herzig’s Sister, Honey
Barbara Burchard’s Mother, Jane Allen
Roger & Lynn Ritvo
Shwayder Camp Capital Campaign
In Loving Memory of:
Jason Walko
Leslie Levy
Steven & Debra Weinstein
Pat Silversmith
Lois Rich
Steven & Debra Weinstein
Gary Levine
Cynthia Hilb
Kevin Sweeney
Dan & Bettine Lipman
Prologis & Prologis Foundation
Ida Seff
Brandon Friedman
Jane & Don Friedman
Sherman Rich
Cindi & Scott Gelman & Family
Florence Radetsky
Jim & Wendy Berenbaum
Nata Jean Schachet
Kal Zeppelin
Ida Seff
Robert & James Seff
In Honor of:
Ari & Liam Greher
David Greher

Sisterhood Flower Fund
In Loving Memory of:
David Crohn, Adrienne Crohn & Michael Crohn
Bernard Crohn
Sylvia Sharoff
Rebecca Finner
Burton Sharoff
Isadore Rothstein
Jeremy Rothstein
Robert Pellish
Craig Weisbart
Sidney Brooks
Cindy & Robert Shaiman
Irving Clar
Suzanne Robinson
Harry Belstock
Alan Belstock
Thelma Benowitz
Faye & Wayne Gardenswartz

Richard & Carl Tucker Family Music Fund
In Loving Memory of:
Elaine Wolf
Robert & Carole Adelstein
In Honor of:
Cantor Elizabeth Sacks
Henny Kaufmann
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First Night Community Passover Seder

Monday, April 22
5:00 p.m. Service | 6:00 p.m. Seder